
LEGS/FEET
Keep knees slightly bent and start tapping with loose fist down the outside of both legs 
and then coming up the inside ankles to the groin. Repeat 3 times. 
Sit on the floor. Massage one foot at a time, massaging  the soles, the toes, the webs 
between those and spending some time massaging the area under each ankle bone, as 
these are the areas reflecting the ovaries (outside) and uterus (inside). 
Finish by gently stroke all your body as if washing it. Start from your face, arms, hands, 
torso, legs and feet. 

“DO-IN” EXERCISE
This exercise is a very simple and quick way of energising yourself, get some self 
relief in body areas of tension and create a vibrant state of health for yourself. 

Stand upright with your feet about shoulder distance apart.
FACE AND NECK
Start by tapping the top of your head and then all around it 
to wake up the brain and stimulate circulation, which will 
also improve your hair quality. Rub your face with your 
hands, as if you were washing it vigorously. 
Squeeze the back of your neck using only one hand.

ARMS/HANDS/SHOULDERS
Using your left hand to support the right elbow, tap across the top and back of your left 
shoulder with the loose fist of your right hand. 
Release the elbow and straighter the arm with palm facing up. Start to tap the arm from the 
shoulder to the hand; then turn your palm facing down and tap the arm from the hand to the 
shoulder. Repeat 3 times.
Now rotate and massage the joints of each finger, by holding each between the thumb and 
index finger of the other hand. 
Before to move to the other arm, just take a moment to feel both the arms and notice if any 
difference. 
CHEST/ABDOMEN/BACK
Tap across your chest (around the breast and ribs) either with a flat hand or 
with a loose fist (similar to a gorilla). You can also massage your nipples as 
this stimulates ovarian function, which will assist hormonal regulation.
Place one hand on top of the other on your abdomen and make a circular 
clockwise motion for around a minute to enhance digestion and relieve any 
blockage in the area.
Place the back of your hands below the ribcage on your back and rub gently and then 
more vigorously to bring warmth into the kidneys. Then bend slightly forwards. Tap your 
back with loose fists and focus a bit more on the buttocks to stimulate the digestive, 
elimination and sexual organs. Also try to breath deeply into your nose as you tap the tail 
bone as it may help to decongest the sinuses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9k7XcUAOFo4&index=26&list=PLM9QVtN1DIiORjcellLTZO8W6ymGbPnEC
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